Installation Instructions
Step 1- Prep Box
Ensure ceiling hole is cut to fit speaker installation
requirements. See your speaker installation instructions for
complete directions and template.
Using a razor knife, cut the Dynabox hole to fit.
If running speaker wires inside the box, cut a small slit on
the side of the box to run wires.
NOTE: Speaker wires can be run inside or outside of the DynaBox.

Step 2 - Insert Box
Tightly roll box with the hole on the inside.
Grip box tightly and place through the existing ceiling
opening. Expand box and position over ceiling opening.

Step 3 - Insert SoundSnake
Tightly roll the SoundSnake with the wider foam side toward
the inside of the roll. Grip tightly and place through the
existing ceiling opening in to the DynaBox. Expand and adjust
to line the inside walls of the box.
NOTE: The smaller foam side of the SoundSnake should be
toward the outside of the box.

Step 4 - Insert Back-Wave Foam
Remove the white paper backing from the Back-Wave foam.
Fold in half with sticky side out. Place through opening and
apply the self adhesive (sticky) side to the top of the box.

Step 5 - Seal Box
Apply a bead of contractors glue or silicon caulking around
the oustide perimeter of the DynaBox hole.

Step 6 - Install Speaker
Follow the manufacturer's instructions for speaker installation.

DynaBox and other Dynamic Control products are intended to be installed in a safe
and secure manner. Dynamic Control has designed our products, using continuous
testing, to comply with a set of common safety standards and building requirements.
Given that applicable laws, ordinances, building codes and safety requirements vary
by municipality, the installer of this product should contact local building code
officials for specific information and building code requirements. Installation,
whether used alone or in combination with any other product, materials or
equipment, is the sole responsibility of the installer. Dynamic Control disclaims all
liability for loss, damage, or injury of any kind from installations not following and
meeting required local building codes, laws, or safety requirements.

Home acoustic
check list
Stop Noise at the Source!
Dynamat Xtreme is a very thin, light-weight, constrained-layer vibrational damper.
Dynamat Xtreme has a self adhesive peel and stick backing with a high level of
tack that conforms and fuses easily to sheet metal and any other hard substrate.

Duct Work

Soil Pipes

Xtreme Utility Pak
Part # 50400 - 6.6 sq. ft.

Appliances

Xtreme Bulk Pak
Part # 50455 - 36 sq. ft.

En-Wall enclosure systems use a
combination of superior materials
including Dynamat, DynaXorb
and the SoundSnake to damp,
diffuse and decouple in-wall
speakers. That means En-Wall
significantly reduces wall vibration,
projects more clear sound into the
room and reduces unwanted
sound traveling outside the room.

Unwanted noise produced by vibrating sheet metal is a common problem
in every household. Dishwashers, air conditioners, duct work and piping
create irritating noise problems that keep you from enjoying music, movies
and everyday family life. All these items are made from sheet metal and can
be made quiet with an application of Dynamat.

Dynil is a dense, ultra-pliable
acoustic barrier that prevents
sound transmission through
walls, floors and ceilings.
Dynil works to prevent
unwanted noise transfer
outside the room while
creating an optimal acoustic
environment in the room.
Includes:
4 pcs.
1 pc.
1 pc.
2 pcs.

En-Wall Kit A+
Part # 50504 (4" wall const.)
Part # 50506 (6" wall const.)

DynaXorb
Dynamat Xtreme
SoundSnake
Dynamat Xtreme

Standard Wall

Dynil Sound Barrier
Part # 50100 - 112.5 sq. ft.
Staggered Wall

DynaBox is a unique retrofitable
ceiling speaker enclosure that
completely encases the speaker,
effectively reducing sound migration
between rooms, ceilings and floors.

DynaPad is an effective
four-part composite sound
barrier that dramatically
reduces sound transmission
through floors.

DynaBox projects more clear sound into the
room and reduces unwanted sound traveling
outside the room.

DynaPad can be used on
any floor above or below a noise source.
DynaPad works to prevent unwanted noise transfer outside the room while
creating an optimal acoustic environment in the room.

DynaBox
Part # 50306

Includes:
1 pc. DynaBox
1 pc. SoundSnake
1 pc. Back-Wave Foam

DynaPad
Part # 50110 - 112.5 sq. ft.
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